
NBAA - LAS VEGAS
A very busy trip for Biz jets, plus the weekend NASCAR event in Las Vegas 

TUE 15 We fly from the UK to LOS ANGELES. After clearing immigration and customs we collect our vehicles

SUN 20 Today is the LAS VEGAS NASCAR event at Las Vegas speedway. There are likely to be many

MON 21 Departures day for the speedway and arrivals day for the NBAA, so lots of expected movements.

 .

OCT 15‐25

- Lo cal Departures available

WED 16 The next few days are spent around the Los Angeles area, including LONG BEACH, VAN NUYS,
ORANGE COUNTY, BURBANK, SAN BERNADINO, CHINO, PERRIS, MARCH AFB and ONTARIO. 

THU 17 Our 2nd full day in the Los Angeles area, to visit LAX and other nearby airports

SAT 19 A morning departure to VICTORVILLE. Then it's onward to LAS VEGAS. We spend some time here, 
before heading for our nearby hotel, .

. 

and head for imperial hill for some evening spotting.   .   Our hotel for the next 4 nights overlooks the airport approach

P LU S  LOS ANGELES

Tour Cost: £1699 Deposit: £499 Single Room: £499
Cost: Flights & all taxes & Luggage,  nights hotel, All ground transportation

Limited to 24, due to high demand in local hotels

Extension or Upgrades 

visitors, sponsors and teams with many aircraft in the areas airports, which we will cover.

TUE 22   Today is the first day of the NBAA, so another busy day for biz jet arrivals. We will visit all the airports
that have movements, including HENDERSON and LAS VEGAS itself.   

WED 23   Our final full day in Las Vegas. We spend time at LAS and nearby airports.

THU 24  Our final morning, with lunchtime departure, possibly via Chicago or Philadelphia, back to the UK. 

Our hotel has great views of the whole airport 

FRI 18   Final full day in Los Angeles, visiting the various area airports.

AVAILABLE

Please ask for details

9

4 NIGHTS LOS ANGELES - 5 NIGHTS LAS VEGAS


